Bharam

Part 1

Bharam or Illusion is
something heard or something told
something explained or something taught
something unfamiliar
something incomplete
something erroneous
about a thing that has got ingrained into ones
thought
understanding
information
knowledge
belief
which is the opposite to the ‘true nature’ or the ‘truth’ of that thing.
This mental ‘illusion’ has the tendency to appear in different forms,
planes and degrees as for example
illusion about the visible world
illusion about the invisible realms
illusion about spirituality
illusion about recitation of Bani, worship, rites and rituals
illusion about religious preaching
illusion about sadhus, sants, fakirs
illusion about gurus and prophets
illusion about vice, charity
illusion about destiny
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illusion about the embodiment of light of our innate Self within
illusion about life
illusion about death
illusion about salvation etc.
In other words numerous illusions play a dominant role and influence
dealings in this world.
In God’s creation there are two realms:1
2

The ‘spiritual realm’ or the formless form
‘Trigun’ (three phased) materialistic realm or the visible form

The ‘Self-illumination’ of the spiritual ‘essence knowledge’ exists in the
spiritual realm.
Just as there is there is the absence of darkness in the illumination of the
sun, meaning darkness cannot exist at all, in the same way in the
‘illumination’ of the spiritual realm, the darkness of ‘illusion’ can never
exist. In other words the nonexistence of ‘spiritual-illumination’ or its
absence is what is called ‘illusion’.
1
2
3

Without the Guru, there is only pitch darkness.
The ignorant ones are blind-there is only utter darkness for them.

116

Without the Guru, everyone wanders in doubt.
Without the Name, they suffer in terrible pain.

158

Without the Guru, there is only pitch darkness; without the Shabad,
understanding is not obtained.

55

‘Shabad’, the illuminated embodiment of the divine, or ‘Naam’, indeed
is the one and only one which can be called the true, eternal, dominant
‘Guru’ – which with the strength of Its illumination can erase the pitch
darkness of illusion and allow the awareness of the ‘essence –knowledge’ of
the Self to take place.
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Just as with the rising of the sun, the black-dumb ‘night’ and the
‘darkness’ that arose from it, disappears by itself – it doesn’t have to be
thrown or carried out; in the same way, with the emergence of the ‘sun of
Naam’ in the heart, the three phased realm of materialism and its
embodiment of ignorance, ‘the illusion of darkness’, that sprouted from it,
disappears by itself, and everywhere, all around, interwoven and intertwined,
the illumination of the manifestation of light of the ‘Naam’ takes place. With
the ‘light’ of this ‘spiritual illumination’ or ‘intuitional illumination’
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divine knowledge is acquired, and all types of mental fallacies and ‘illusions’
automatically get erased.
When the lamp is lit, the darkness is dispelled;
Reading the Vedas, sinful intellect is destroyed.
When the sun rises, the moon is not visible.
Wherever spiritual wisdom appears, ignorance is dispelled.

791

To further clarify this point, the example of the blind (people’s)
understanding of an elephant is very apt. The
thought
awareness
information
thinking
knowledge
belief
of those who are blind from birth about an ‘elephant’ or (for that matter) any
other thing, depends upon –
what they hear or are made to hear
what they understand or are made to understand
their perception of the touch
their information attained by touching
that is acquired through mental imagination. Such distinctly acquired
imaginative knowledge or belief is naturally bound to be –
superficial
incomplete
wrong
conflicting (and)
contrary.
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This is called ‘illusion’ or ‘fallacy’ (mistaken belief).
1

O Lord, what can I say about such an illusion?
Things are not as they seem. ||1||Pause||
It is like the king, who falls asleep upon his throne, and dreams that he is a
beggar.
His kingdom is intact, but separated from it, he suffers in sorrow. Such is my
own condition. ||2||
Like the story of the rope mistaken for a snake, the mystery has now been
explained to me.
Like the many bracelets, which I mistakenly thought were gold; now, I do not
say what I said then.
657

2

Within the fortress of body, are the hard and rigid doors of falsehood, deception
and pride.
Deluded by doubt, the blind and ignorant self-willed manmukhs cannot see
them.
514

The Primal Being Waheguru in His joy, brought into being this formfilled materialistic world through the ‘Word’ and placing His ‘light’ in it He
created unlimited life forms. As the shroud of egotism is covering the minds
of these life-forms, they are able to experience their individual separate
being-ness.
3

The three-faced Maya had led them astray in doubt, and they are snared by the
noose of egotism.
604

4

In egotism and self-conceit, the world wanders in delusion.

5

He is deluded by duality and doubt. In egotism, he suffers in pain.

1091

6

In duality and evil-mindedness, the mortal acts blindly.
The self-willed manmukh wanders, lost in the darkness...........
The manmukh is blind; he does not like the Guru's Teachings.
He has become a beast; he cannot get rid of his egotistical pride.

1190

The entire world has gone insane in egotism.
In the love of duality, it wanders deluded by doubt.

1159

7
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To clarify this point the example of the bulb is most apt.
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In these bulbs the electric current is flowing, but the bulbs are of various
colours, forms and shapes, through which the different coloured light – red,
yellow, green, blue, etc flows and manifests itself.
If the bulb believes that the coloured light is its own, then its ‘claim’
is a fallacy,
is a mistake,
is an illusion,
is hollow,
is false,
and this claim is tantamount to
forgetting
turning away
losing faith
denying
its ‘root’ source of current or ‘life-current’.

Exactly in the same way, there is only one Divine light operating in all the
‘life-forms,’ and it is through this (Divine Light) that man’s individuality and
the creation are operating. But because of his egotism, man has forgotten his
‘root’, the Divine Light, and keeps regarding his ‘separate’ false entity
as his true identity, and all his life he keeps going around the illusion’s axle
of false egotism, doing things and facing the consequences.
1

The three qualities permeate the whole world;
acting in ego, it loses its honor.
604

2
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Saturday: Contemplating good omens and the Shaastras,
in egotism and self-conceit, the world wanders in delusion.
The blind, self-willed manmukh in engrossed in the love of duality.
Bound and gagged at death's door, he is beaten and punished.
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1

O egotism, you are the root of birth and death and the cycle of reincarnation;
you are the very soul of sin............
You lead them to wander lost in the terrible wilderness of doubt; you lead them
to contract the most horrible, incurable diseases.
1358

In fact when the creation of maya or materialism came into being
through the Word of the Primal Being, then from the tendency of
egotism
love of another
me-mine-ness
ours – not ours
‘illusion’ came into being and in this way illusion and doubt has been in
existence since the beginning of creation.
2

The Primal Lord, the Architect of Destiny, formed your form; He also burdened
you with egotism.
999

3

Egotism is within all bodies; through egotism, we come to be born.

4

The world is polluted with the filth of egotism, suffering in pain. This filth sticks
to them because of their love of duality.
39

This is why from numerous births this ‘doubt-fallacy’ has leeched on
into our minds
into our hearts
into our intellect
into our sub-conscious (into which it has)
penetrated
resided
diffused
permeated
and it has become an inseparable ‘part’ and ‘prop’ of our life.
In this way this ‘illusion’ exists in every aspect of our life’s
thought
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thinking
imagination
awareness
information
intelligence
education
knowledge
science
philosophy
emotions
tendencies
actions
religion
and in our life it is this primary ingrained illusion that is dominant and
operative.
But the surprising thing is that we are completely:unfamiliar
ignorant
illiterate
indifferent
unconcerned or even
feigning ignorance
about our doubt fallacy to the extent that we are not even prepared to
acknowledge our doubt or illusion-filled state.
Within the fortress of body,
are the hard and rigid doors of falsehood, deception and pride.
Deluded by doubt, the blind and ignorant self-willed manmukhs cannot see
them.
514

This state of ‘illusion’ has been depicted in Gurubani as follows:L68/7
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1

The whole world is entangled in what is called the delusion of doubt.

2

Deluded by doubt, I have wasted my whole life; I have not obtained a stable
intellect.
632

3

In doubt he comes, and in doubt he goes.
This world is born out of the love of duality.

161

You have misled the world so deeply in doubt.
How can people understand You, when they are entranced by Maya?

92

4

611

Right in front of us we see all the visible things undergoing change and
getting destroyed.
This whole creation too has been created and destroyed many times.
5

So many times, He has expanded His expansion.
Forever and ever, He is the One, the One Universal Creator

276

This is why in Gurbani the creation has been referred to and narrated about
as:transitory
unstable
destructible
false
fake
the shade of a tree
personification of sorrow
a mountain of smoke
fortress of illusion.
6

This whole world is engrossed in coming and going; O my foolish and ignorant
mind, be mindful of the Lord.
607

7

This world is just a hill of smoke.
What makes you think that it is real?

8
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This world is an illusion; it dies and it is re-born-it comes and it goes in
reincarnation.
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1187
138

1

This world is an illusion; people pass their life-nights sleeping.

36

2

I judge the false world to be true, and I have fallen in love with it.

718

But even after
reading
listening
understanding
contemplating
expounding
philosophizing
this Bani (that has come) from the source (Waheguru Himself), our mind
deems the illusory word to be true.
According to the hue or colour of our subconscious-mind and under the
influence of illusory emotions, ‘This world is beautiful; whoever has seen the
one hereafter?’,
we have indefinitely set-aside the warning (expressed in the following line of
Gurbani)
3

I would not have ruined myself by clinging to the world of falsehood.

488

by believing in the truth of this illusory world and holding on to this belief,
we are quite unnecessarily wasting away our precious life.
4

Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is
perishing.
133

5

The miserable self-willed manmukhs are forever deluded by doubt; they waste
away their lives uselessly.
852

With the strand (thread), a silk worm produces from within itself, it
weaves a cone around itself and in the enclosed cone it continues to weave
the net from the strand it produces, and in the end it suffocates and dies in the
cone itself. In the same way man builds a cone around himself, and gets
caught in the entanglements of deeds, and bound up in action he dies
entangled and enmeshed in it.
The (nature of) simple minded masses (is such that they) will definitely
get trapped in this materialistic ‘illusion’, but we the scholars, the virtuous
ones, the so-called preachers and
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‘contractors’ of religion, (we) too are whirl pooling in this darkness of subtle
intellectual illusion.
Over eons of ages and numerous births we have indeed been
taking birth
living
existing
carrying on activities
getting entangled
suffering hardships
dying
living in hell
taking birth again
in this dark arena of the ‘fortress of illusion’.
Man wanders around in countless incarnations; he dies, only to be born again.
705

But despite so many
faiths
religions
religious texts
knowledge
contemplation
preaching
philosophies
rites-rituals
yogic practices
reading of scriptures and worship,
to this very day we have no
understanding
ability to recognize
knowledge
idea
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of this mental doubt-fallacy.
1

Deluded by doubt, I have wasted my whole life; I have not obtained a stable
intellect.
632

2

Getting stuck in such religious, ritualistic illusions, fear and doubt only leads to
more transmigration.
VBG 38/12

But the surprising thing is that, despite so much explanation and
warning about this illusion, we still haven’t realised that we too, are trapped
in the darkness of illusion or doubt-fallacy and living a life of suffering.
The reason for this is that despite bowing before Gurbani and accepting
It as our Guru, the reality is that we have no confidence or faith in the
‘essence-knowledge’ or ‘divine illumination’ mentioned in Gurbani or we
have only superficial intellectual faith which evaporates and vanishes with
the slight flicker of materialism.
The truth is that we are totally ignorant and uninformed about the
Divine Realm’s Illumination, we are feigning ignorance or we pay
superficial lip-service. Like the silk worm we are so badly imprisoned in the
pitch-darkness of ‘the fortress of illusion’ of our egotism, that we have
absolutely no idea or faith in the existence of Divine Illumination. That is
why we put up a superficial show about religion or spirituality and in this
way are ‘cheating’ ourselves by saying that we are religious.
That is why in the dark arena of our ‘doubt-fallacy’ we regard
truth

as

falsehood

false

as

truth

destructible

as

stable

immortal

as

perishable

what foreign

as

ours

what’s ours

as

foreign

near

as

far

as

near

far
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darkness

as

light

light

as

darkness

death

as

life

life

as

death

etc and by so doing we are wasting away our precious life.
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1

Why do you wander in delusion like this?
You act, and incite others to act, and then deny it. The Lord is always with you;
He sees and hears everything. 1Pause.
You purchase glass, and discard gold; you are in love with your enemy, while
you renounce your true friend.
That which exists, seems bitter; that which does not exist, seems sweet to you.
Engrossed in corruption, you are burning away. 1
The mortal has fallen into the deep, dark pit, and is entangled in the darkness
of doubt, and the bondage of emotional attachment.
Says Nanak, when God becomes merciful, one meets with the Guru, who takes
him by the arm, and lifts him out.
823

2

He calls the counterfeit genuine, and does not know the value of the genuine.
The blind man is known as an appraiser; this Dark Age of Kali Yuga is so
strange! 3
The sleeper is said to be awake, and those who are awake are like sleepers.
The living are said to be dead, and no one mourns for those who have died. 4
One who is coming is said to be going, and one who is gone is said to have
come.
That which belongs to others, he calls his own, but he has no liking for that
which is his. 5
That which is sweet is said to be bitter, and the bitter is said to be sweet.
One who is imbued with the Lord's Love is slandered - his is what I have seen in
this Dark Age of Kali Yuga. 6
He serves the maid, and does not see his Lord and Master.
Churning the water in the pond, no butter is produced. 7
22

3

That which belongs to another - he claims as his own.
That which he must abandon - to that, his mind is attracted. 1
Tell me, how can he meet the Lord of the World?
That which is forbidden - with that, he is in love. 1 Pause
That which is false - he deems as true.
That which is true - his mind is not attached to that at all. 2
He takes the crooked path of the unrighteous way;
leaving the straight and narrow path, he weaves his way backwards. 2

This ‘illusion’ is not only confined to humans, but also angels, seers
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185

gods-goddesses, are also unconsciously afflicted by it.
It is clear from ancient legends of gods and goddesses that they too were
not free from the illusion of the love of duality of materialism’s me-mine
ness and jealousy on account of which they too continued to wrangle with
each other in envy.
1
2

The angelic beings, goddesses and gods are deluded by doubt.
The Siddhas and seekers, and even Brahma are deluded by doubt.

258

Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva wander in the three qualities, while their egotism and
desire increase.
The Pandits, the religious scholars and the silent sages read and debate in
confusion; their consciousness is centered on the love of duality.
The Yogis, wandering pilgrims and Sanyaasees are deluded; without the Guru,
they do not find the essence of reality.
852

Even today the so called gurus, sadhus, sants, scholars, suamis,
achaariaas (Brahmin religious teachers), religious leaders, preachers and
wisdom-filled ‘virtuous’ beings, exist within this darkness of materialism’s
mental ‘illusion’. That is why amongst themselves arguments and debates
continue to take place. Under the name of religion, in the ‘subtle’ illusion of
egotism:jealousy
duality
envy
greed
fanaticism
differences
arguments – debates
quarrels
wars
tyranny
are occupying the centre stage and flourishing.
The surprising thing is that despite so much of education, scientific
knowledge, religious-knowledge, and sharp- intellect, we are not even aware
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or conscious of the ‘illusion’ of the three-phases maya or materialism.
The thing to remember is this that the ‘illusion’ of the three-phased
materialistic realm is not some ghost-like invisible form. The darkness of
ignorance is itself referred to as ‘illusion’ which automatically keeps
manifesting itself in every facet of life as ‘me-mine ness’.
In the darkness of egotism within the three phased realm of materialism
the hue or colouring of thoughts
the imagination of the mind
the knowledge of the intellect
the emotions of the heart
the waves of emotions
the flight of the waves
the deeds-religion-customs
are all carried out in the ‘darkness’ of doubt-fallacy.
1
2

In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.

466

(Beware of) getting engrossed in the illusion of worldly actions. Take pleasure in
doing righteous actions (for it is the only way out of this illusion). Ramkali Shabad
P 10

Over numerous births, living his life in the doubt-fallacy, man has been
contemplating me-mine ness. This immensely long continuous meditation on
doubt-fallacy has not only got ingrained in our subconscious-ness it has also
become our ‘nature’. In this way ‘man’ has become an ‘embodiment’ of
‘illusion’ (or doubt).
3

As you think so you become.

224

This means that the whole ‘creation’ or the three phased materialistic
realm has grown out of the initial-mental ‘illusion’ in which man has been
existing automatically.
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Another name for this ‘creation can be said to be ‘illusion’. That
is why it has been referred to as the ‘world of illusion’.
1

In doubt he comes, and in doubt he goes.
This world is born out of the love of duality.

161

Although we are all living in this visible world, but each person
has created for himself a patch or stain of, a separate ‘world’ according
to the colour of his ‘illusion’ – which is different and separate from
one another.
This is the reason why we cannot take a peep into one another’s
imagined world, cannot completely understand one another’s thoughts,
inclinations and feelings and also the reason why so many argumentsdebates, confrontations, quarrels, fights keep occuring.
The ability of our intellectual knowledge to research too, like the
proverbial ‘frog in the well’, is limited to the three phased materialistic
realm’s ‘fort of illusion’. Higher than this (intellectual knowledge), the
knowledge of the divine realm, is well beyond the grasp of our limited
mind.
According to the ‘colour’ of men’s illusions, their thoughts,
knowledge, inclinations– are different – making it a certainty that they
will have arguments-debates, enmity-confrontation, quarrels, fights
among them.
But the one and only one ‘fountain-head’ of divine ‘essenceknowledge’ is the ‘divine-illumination’ in which there is no place for
the darkness of mental doubt-fallacy. The persons who have the
‘essence-knowledge’ of ‘divine-illumination’ are beaded together in
the divine ‘thread of love’. They abide in the love of the Self (divine
soul) within and they get along with everyone.
2
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No one is my enemy, and no one is a stranger. I get along with everyone. 1299
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1

No one is my enemy, and I am no one's enemy.
God, who expanded His expanse, is within all; I learned this from the True
Guru.
671
I have no enemies and no adversaries; no one is wicked to me.
That servant, who performs the Lord's service, O Nanak, is the slave of the Lord
Master.
400

But this pure and lofty spiritual stage can only be obtained within the
‘innate Self’ through ‘intuitional illumination’.
Those who materialistic doubt-fallacy is not erased – they will see,
understand, investigate, scrutinize and come to conclusions based upon the
view-point of their own individual hue or colour of illusion. That is why for
every individual thing or subject, our thoughts, suggestions, decisions are
different and this is the reason why disunity, disputes, disagreements,
enmity-confrontation are bound to take place.
Undoubtedly – according to the wishes of Gurbani – the correct and
simplest way is to erase the ‘darkness’ of illusion is
the Grace of the Guru
the Sadh Sangat
Naam Simran.
The divine knowledge of the ‘spiritual realm’ can only be known,
unraveled, recognised and experienced through divine ‘intuition’.
Our (current) knowledge and belief about the spiritual or ‘divine realm’
that is
studied
heard
understood
superficial
imperfect
wrong
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or
or
or

taught
expounded upon
made to understand

is limited to (the level of) our intellectual imagination.
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We are not only satisfied but seem to be taking a pride at our imperfect
‘imagined knowledge’ and this is the ‘imagined knowledge’ that we go about
preaching.
1

He wanders around babbling and speaking, but he does not understand the
Lord's Command at all. He is blind, the falsest of the false.
509

2

Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.
The Lord causes the Gurmukh to understand;

655

3

One who merely mouths the words, does not understand the Hukam of the
True Lord's Command.
950

4

He may talk as much as he wants, but he shall not be pleasing to his Master.
474

Just as we stumble and face difficulties in a room that is pitch-dark, in
the same way in the ‘fortress of illusion’ of the realm of the three-phased
materialism, we keep ‘carting away darkness’ all of our life, in the mental
doubt-fallacy and through numerous wrong beliefs, we commit base deeds,
the consequences of which we have to face.
5

They wander lost and confused, deceived by doubt, suffering in terrible pain.
The Messenger of Death shall beat them to a pulp.
21

6

In the darkness, no one can sleep in peace.

7

The three-faced Maya had led them astray in doubt, and they are snared by the
noose of egotism.
Birth and death hang over their heads, and being reborn from the womb, they
suffer in pain.
604

8

The miserable self-willed manmukhs are forever deluded by doubt; they waste
away their lives uselessly.
852

325

While abiding in the ‘mental doubt’ of egotism we are looking for
emancipation through the practice of religious rites and rituals – but Gurbani
makes it clear that as long as the mental ‘fortress of doubt’ is not broken, it is
impossible to obtain emancipation.
As long as the doubts of the mind are not removed, liberation is not found. 680
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This mental ‘fortress of illusion is extremely tough. Just as we cannot
remove darkness buy itself, but when light is present the darkness disappears
by itself. In the same way the mental ‘fortress of illusion’ too cannot be
removed by itself. By the Grace of the Guru it can be removed by ‘intuitional
illumination’.
1

Meeting the Guru, I am victorious; praising the Lord, Har, Har, the walls of the
fortress of doubt have been destroyed.
435

2

So tell me - how can the fort of doubt and the moat of Maya be overcome?
Worshipping the Perfect Guru, this awesome force is subdued.
522

Together with the creation the Primal Being Waheguru has infused the
element of ‘egotism’ in man.
3

When the Primal Lord, the Architect of Destiny, brought the creation into being,
He also infused egotism into it (man).
He alone is subjected to births and death; He alone comes and goes.
999

Just as the absence of light gives rise to darkness, in the same way the
‘doubt-fallacy’ of egotism has arisen from the absence of divine light or from
the (state of) ‘forgetfulness’ of the Primal Being.
‘Light’ and ‘darkness’ are opposite elements. They cannot exist
together.
4

Ego is opposed to the Name of the Lord; the two do not dwell in the same
place.
560

5

When I am in my ego, then You are not with me. Now that You are with me,
there is no egotism within me.
657

6

That heart, within which Your lotus feet are enshrined, suffers no darkness or
doubt.
499

7

When the lamp is lit, the darkness is dispelled;
reading the Vedas, sinful intellect is destroyed.
When the sun rises, the moon is not visible.
Wherever spiritual wisdom appears, ignorance is dispelled.

791

It is from the darkness of ‘egotism’ that all ‘doubt-fallacies’ sprout and
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becoming ‘action-bound’ in these doubt fallacies we spend the whole life
getting enmeshed and ensnared in the ‘darkness’ of the ‘doubt-fortress’.
1

The foolish self-willed manmukhs all go astray and die.
They drown in the terrifying world-ocean, and they cannot reach either this
shore, or the one beyond.
665

2

The self-willed manmukhs, in ignorance, take the path of evil.
They forget the Lord's Name, and in its place, they establish all sorts of rituals.
They drown in the terrifying world-ocean, in the love of duality.
231

3

(In the ocean of creation) they are neither here nor there (drifting) getting
suffocated and immersed as they are carrying the burden of delusion on their
heads.
VBG33/1

But we are not aware of this. We think it is smart abiding in the ‘fortress
of illusion’ and like a proverbial ‘frog in the well’ apart from being totally
satisfied (with this situation), we even gloat about it.
4

The frog in the deep well knows nothing of its own country or other lands.
346

This is why we have never ever thought of getting out of this arena of
darkness! Even if someone, while doing satsang, gets an idea of getting out
of this darkness of materialistic-attachment, then our efforts in this direction
too are based on ‘egotism’ – this being the reason why our ego-ridden effort
goes fruitless.
Gurbani clarifies this point in the following way:5
6
7

If someone does millions of good deeds, while acting in ego,
he shall incur only trouble; all this is in vain.

278

In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.

466

Those who make pilgrimages to sacred shrines, observe ritualistic fasts and
make donations to charity while still taking pride in their minds
- O Nanak, their actions are useless, like the elephant, who takes a bath, and
then rolls in the dust.
1428

Darkness cannot ‘see’ or ‘unravel’ itself. Only with the illumination of
‘light’ can the false presence of ‘darkness be unraveled. In the same way
68/19
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we ourselves cannot unravel the doubt-fallacy of materialistic attachment.
Only upon the presence of Divine Illumination, when all the illusions
‘spontaneously’ take flight, that the secret of this doubt-fallacy can be
known.
1

Egotism is total darkness; in egotism, no one can understand anything.

560

2

This world is deluded by doubt; how rare are those who understand this.

558

3

Without understanding, everything is suffering, earning only more suffering.
752

It is inevitable that
The imperfect and wrong thoughts and beliefs
that arise from the darkness of ignorance
and
intuitional perfect essence-knowledge
of the Divine Illumination
are antagonistic to and opposite of each other
Gurbani has this to say about these opposite tendencies:4

You purchase glass, and discard gold; you are in love with your enemy, while
you renounce your true friend.
That which exists, seems bitter; that which does not exist, seems sweet to you.
Engrossed in corruption, you are burning away.
823

5

That which belongs to another - he claims as his own.
That which he must abandon - to that, his mind is attracted....
That which is false - he deems as true.
That which is true - his mind is not attached to that at all.

185

We appear to be satisfied in trying to erase the three phased materialistic
‘illusion’ with the fruitless effort of our intellect and hollow knowledge but
according to Gurbani all these efforts are unproductive:6
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By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.
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Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.

655

1

Even great cleverness does not dispel doubt.
The unconscious fool does not remain conscious of the Lord; he putrifies and
rots away to death, carrying his heavy load of sin.
1025

2

But as long as his heart is not enlightened,
he is stuck in pitch black darkness.

1205

As the darkness disappears with the ‘illumination’ of light, in the
same way this three phased materialistic ‘illusion’ can only be erased
with intuitional divine illumination.
3

In the darkness, the jewel shines forth, and the impure understanding has
become pure.
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O Nanak, the spiritual wisdom of the Gurmukh shines forth; the black darkness
of ignorance is dispelled.
852
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The ointment of the Guru's spiritual wisdom has eradicated all doubts; except
the One Lord, I do not see any other at all.
1079
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O servant Nanak, without knowing one's own self, the moss of doubt is not
removed.
684

There is no doubt that this ‘spiritual-knowledge’ can only be
obtained through intuition by the Grace of the Guru.
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The darkness of my ignorance was dispelled, when the Guru applied the healing
ointment of spiritual wisdom to my eyes.
The True Guru has applied the healing ointment of spiritual wisdom to my eyes,
and the darkness of ignorance has been dispelled.
573
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Without the Guru, the heavy, hard doors are not opened. Obtaining the Word of
the Shabad, one is emancipated.
1027
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Through God is the embodiment of bliss, incomparably beautiful and
unfathomable; meeting with the Guru, doubt is dispelled..
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Seek the Sanctuary of the Perfect Guru.
He shall eradicate all emotional attachment, sorrow and doubt.
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